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Abstract

Activity devotion to community (PkM) aim to: (1) provide introduction to science teachers at Jeneponto Junior High School regarding Virtual Reality learning media as an alternative learning media IT based, and (2) to train science teachers at Jeneponto Junior High School For capable use learning media based on Virtual Reality. Activity done with method training carried out during 3 stages, stage First training related introduction to various learning media used in accordance with development Revolution Industry 4.0 is one of the media used as a learning medium based on Virtual Reality. Training stage two with material about training use of learning media Deep Virtual Reality based learning as well as stage third do evaluation and strengthening. Activity training carried out responses positive of the teachers indicated with enthusiasm during activity as well as attitude positive for applied learning media Deep Virtual Reality based activity learning in accordance with development technology Information in the Age of Revolution Industry 4.0. The training participants were very interesting and enthusiastic in participating in the training activities. Participants also gain knowledge, skills and motivation by using Virtual Reality-based learning media. Participants responded positively to training activities and were able to apply various learning media in the learning process so as to improve the quality of learning.
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Introduction

Technology and information moment This develop with fast. Utilization technology and information Not only limited by means of communication or entertainment only, however can be used in various fields, one of which is in field education (Fitria, 2023; Astuti et al, 2020; Andika et al, 2022). Utilization technology information in the field of education is one of them made as a learning medium to support the learning process in schools (Nasir et al, 2019; Refdinal et al, 2023). This support implementation from objective education stated national in Law (UU) No. 20 of 2003 Article 3 states education national function develop ability and shape character as well as civilization dignified nation in framework educate life nation, aims For development potency participant teach to be a man of faith and piety to Almighty God Esa, morals noble, healthy, knowledgeable, capable, creative, independent, and become democratic citizens as well as responsible answer (Ministry, 2003; Hedrick et al, 2022). The Mandate Constitution implies that education should form an intelligent, creative, qualified, innovative and
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proactive Indonesian generation to the development of the times, especially in the development of revolutionary era technology industry 4.0 (Permana et al, 2021).

Learning media always follow development technology, starting from technology print, audio visual, computer until technology combined between technology print with computers (Arsyad, 2016). Moment this is a learning medium where combined technology print and computer can be embodied with Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) technologies (Mustaqim, 2016; Zhou, 2021). VR technology is integration of digital elements that are displayed in a manner real (real world data) and follow the environment in the real world as well as can be implemented on mobile devices. Very virtual reality helps in simulating something difficult to present in a manner direct in the real world. Excess main of virtual reality is experience that makes the user feel real world sensation in cyberspace (Prana et al, 2017; Matahari, 2022).

Learning media used at the time learning should be customized with development technology information that happened at the moment this (Haryana et al, 2022). One of the learning media that can be applied in the appropriate learning process with development revolution Industry 4.0 is a learning medium based on Virtual Reality (Permanasari et al, 2021). Virtual Reality is a working medium for displaying projection pictures from the screen of a smartphone to be more clear and visible real (Kurniawati et al, 2020). With he advanced increasingly technology sophisticated field education is also needed results development. For example, Virtual Reality besides For entertainment, virtual video and audio display that can also be used as learning media. Using Virtual Reality, can make participants educate more quickly, remember, understand and focus on material (Sunarni et al, 2014; Asikin et al, 2018).

Based on the results of interviews with several science teachers in Jeneponto City, there is a problem in education. Problems education form Not yet optimal use of learning media based on Virtual Reality (Tak et al, 2023). This caused a low teacher’s ability to utilize learning applications and media based on Virtual Reality (Ahir et al, 2020). This is very unfortunate because almost all teachers and students in the school have their own cell phone smart. Potency cellphone cleverness should be used by teachers and students to support the learning process (Suryanto et al, 2018). During This cellphone clever, more Lots utilized for less purpose are productive, even negative by teenagers (Zulfarina et al, 2021). Because that field solution form business enhancement deep teacher skills using learning media Deep Virtual Reality based form series activity training so that teachers can know and use it in the learning process.

Responding to things teachers admit about their limitations, then team devotion public have an idea to introduce, utilize and use learning media based Virtual Reality as one alternative learning media to support quality implementation of the learning process. Based on results analysis such, then activity business in enhancement understanding and deep teacher skills using learning media Deep Virtual Reality based form series activity training with the theme “Training Utilization of Learning Media Virtual Reality Based for Science Teachers in Jeneponto City”
Method

Activity This done with method training will give introduction regarding learning media Virtual Reality based as well give guidance in a manner direct to participant training namely science teachers who are members in Jeneponto City Science Subject Teacher Conference (MGMP). Following This outlined implementation activity consists from:

1. Preparation: At stage preparation done monitoring and determination location and target as well as drafting materials / materials training.

2. Implementation Training

In stage this is done to explain about the scope of learning media in the revolutionary era industry 4.0. Session training This focuses on giving explanation regarding learning media Virtual Reality based as well give motivation for the teacher to get using learning media one of them is a learning medium based on Virtual Reality. In implementation activity This consists of three stages: (1) Stage First training about introducing various learning media used in accordance with development Revolution Industry 4.0; (2) Stage 2 about training use of learning media Deep Virtual Reality based learning. At this stage 2, the teacher is guided in using VR Box, supporting applications and videos in Virtual Reality; (3) Stage 3 ie evaluation implementation activity for known response participant to activity through instrument questionnaire.

Activity training done through a number of method training, namely: (1) Method Lecture, done For give explanation and motivation about learning media based on Virtual Reality; (2) Tutorial method, where participant training follow every instructions given by the tutor so participant truly understand every step in use of learning media based on Virtual Reality; (3) Method Practice, where participant training given chance practice every step Work in accordance instruction from tutors; (4) Question and answer method/ discussion, method ask answer done For give chance for participant in response delivery facilitator/tutor. This allows teachers to dig in knowledge as much about learning media based on Virtual Reality (Mao et al, 2021).

![Figure 2. Stages of PKM Implementation](image-url)
Results and Discussion

The Devotion team in implementing the PKM program for the first time intertwines communication with partners. Partner in PKM This is Middle School Science Subject Teacher Conference (MGMP) in Jeneponto City. Devotion team do communication and friendship with the management of the MGMP IPA who was welcomed directly by the head of the MGMP IPA Jeneponto City namely Mr. Drs. Arifurahman which is located at SMP Negeri 5 Jeneponto. Activity friendship This means to do discussion beginning related dedication performed. From the results discussion is obtained agreement about timetable implementation activity devotion to society. Target implementation devotion to the public are the existing science teachers joined in MGMP IPA Jeneponto City.

Implementation activity devoted to the public attended by participants training, namely science teachers who are members in the MGMP IPA Jeneponto City, totaling 40 people (Ji, 2021; Cheng, 2021). Besides the teacher, also attended the Coordinator of Jeneponto Junior High School Supervisors and Supervisors. Results obtained from activity devotion to the public is implementation third stages implementation devotion. Stage First training is about introducing various learning media used in accordance with development Revolution Industry 4.0 is one of the media used as a learning medium based on Virtual Reality (Bujdosó, 2016). After going through training this 1st stage expected the teacher has know appropriate learning media with development technology Information in the Age of Revolution Industry 4.0 ready applied in learning. Training stage 2 with material about training use of learning media Deep Virtual Reality based learning. After training stage 2 finished carried out, the teacher at the locus devotion guided in use of VR Box, supporting applications and videos in Virtual Reality (Sunarti et al, 2021). Training stage 3 is done at the end period devotion, but he did stage third this to confirm results and progress participant activity devotion. On session final this is done evaluation implementation activity devotion for known response participants to activity through instrument consisting of a questionnaire from seven aspects. Response can be seen in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Response participant training</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aspect Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usefulness activity training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linkages activity training in enhancement quality learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhancement knowledge about use of learning media virtual reality based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhancement Skills in using learning media virtual reality based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhancement motivation For using learning media based virtual reality in the learning process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest on learning media virtual reality based delivery in training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>belief For use learning media virtual based reality in the learning process furthermore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Response</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on the results questionnaire, it is known that in a manner general participant training gives every response good (88%) against implementation activity. Participants can benefit from activity training to enhance quality learning. Besides that activity training this also improves knowledge, skills and motivation participants in using learning media based on Virtual Reality. This is because the use of learning media in the learning process can increase understanding, skills, motivation and interest in learning (Arsyad, 2016; Sunarni et al, 2014; Asyhar, 2012). Participants training very interested and enthusiastic in follow training so that their own belief for using learning media Deep Virtual Reality based learning.

Figure 2. Display of learning media based on Virtual Reality using Google VR

In implementation activity obtained a number of factors to be challenged that is lack of internet network in schools adequate. This is handled by the executor activity to provide internet networks through cellular data providers which are then used by participants via smartphone tethering mode. Only of course, conditions this then will become a challenge for party schools that can provide more internet access good and wide for teachers and students. Condition next is difficult to arrange timetable activity because of the dense teacher's schedule at school. Besides it, not yet availability means in the form of a VR box or Google VR at school, This can handled by the team executor devotion with provide google VR tools in the training process, conditions this also be challenge party school so you can provide means in support use of learning media appropriate Virtual Reality based with development technology and information in the era of the Revolution Industry 4.0.

Figure 3. Participants' enthusiasm for VR training
Conclusion

Training on Utilization of Based Learning Media Virtual Reality for City Science Teachers Jeneponto. Activity done with method training carried out during 3 stages, stage First training related introduction to various learning media used in accordance with development Revolution Industry 4.0 is one of the media used as a learning medium based on Virtual Reality. Training stage two with material about training use of learning media Deep Virtual Reality based learning as well as stage third do evaluation and strengthening. Conclusions obtained from activity devotion to public form training use of learning media based on Virtual Reality for science teachers in Jeneponto City done with fluent through third stages activity. Participant training is very interesting and enthusiastic in follow activity training. Participants also earn knowledge, skills and motivation for using learning media based Virtual Reality. Participants give a positive response to activity training and can apply various learning media in the learning process so that they can increase quality learning.
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